
 
  

  

 
 

FHOOSH Advances Government/Defense Cybersecurity Focus 

With Addition of Custom High-Speed Accelerator Kit, New Expert Advisor 

 

SAN DIEGO—May 2, 2018—High-speed cybersecurity leader FHOOSH™, Inc. has 

released its Government/Defense Custom Accelerator Kit to jumpstart government, 

military and first responder team efforts to secure and speed data transmissions from 

network endpoints, including Internet of Things (IoT) devices to the cloud and back. 

As FHOOSH builds market momentum, it also added an advisor with extensive 

defense industry experience to its Board of Advisors: PKL Services’ executive and 

retired U.S. Marine Corps Colonel Patrick “Paddy” Gough. 

The government/defense customizable all-in-one FHOOSH Accelerator Kit includes advanced FHOOSH 

high-speed data protection software, with all the support and add-ons necessary to rapidly launch 

FHOOSH cybersecurity. Federal, state and local agencies, along with defense and first responder groups 

can choose the right blend of FHOOSH cybersecurity elements needed for their specific environments: 

government/public/private/hybrid cloud, on-premises, IoT and/or custom-built application.  

FHOOSH high-speed cybersecurity delivers extremely fast, secure and continuous end-to-end data 

protection. Designed to deploy across major platforms and implement within new and/or existing 

infrastructure, the flexible FHOOSH solution can protect critical data, including sensitive defense, 

evidence and personnel information from the moment it’s captured, through transmission and into storage 

either on-premises or in the cloud of choice.  

In fact, data speeds are so fast with FHOOSH (up to 8x faster than not protecting at all) that it enables 

secure live streaming from the edge for command and control communications. Using FHOOSH, military 

teams can control drone flights and stream HD video securely, while transmitting sensor and telemetry 

data quickly, securely and completely.  

“This custom government FHOOSH Accelerator is highly applicable for federal, state, local and defense 

multi-site environments at fixed locations or in land, air and sea deployments,” noted Gough. “I see 

tremendous opportunities for FHOOSH to provide secure data transfers, uploads, downloads and storage 

for manned and unmanned aircraft, as easily as for field and office locations.” An expert on 

transportation, military and operations with 30 years’ USMC experience, Gough is COO for PKL 

Services, the elite provider of skilled personnel, delivering aerospace maintenance, training and logistics 

services. 

 

FHOOSH President and Co-founder Linda Eigner commented, “This targeted Accelerator is a great 

way for FHOOSH to make a significant difference by quickly getting advanced cybersecurity to those 

who protect us, so they can use better security and real-time streaming to help save more lives in the field. 

We’re excited Paddy Gough is bringing his extensive military and operational expertise to our  

team as we reach out to government/defense organizations.” 

https://www.fhoosh.com/
https://fhoosh.com/performance-graph/


 
 

 
 

 

The FHOOSH Government/Defense Custom Accelerator is the latest FHOOSH Accelerator. The 

company also offers FHOOSH Accelerators for Cloud, On-Premises and IoT, as well as an Accelerator 

SDK, each of which includes the software, support and add-ons necessary to jumpstart projects that boost 

security, speed, customer experience/satisfaction and comply with regulatory requirements. Contact 

FHOOSH (sales@fhoosh.com) for more information. 

 

About FHOOSH 

FHOOSH delivers “Faster Data, More Secure.” FHOOSH cybersecurity software pairs advanced data 

protection with high-speed transmission to safeguard data from capture through to the cloud with speeds 

never seen before. FHOOSH is certified up to 8x faster than not protecting data at all. These performance 

gains enable FHOOSH to deliver the first low-latency, lossless AES256-bit secure HD video live 

streaming from IoT devices. Patented FHOOSH technology is one of the fastest, most secure options to 

protect all sizes and types of data. The lightweight software not only resolves today’s encryption 

challenges, it turns data protection into a true advantage with superior system speed and a better customer 

experience.  
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The FHOOSH logo is a registered trademark and FHOOSH and “Faster Data, More Secure” are trademarks of FHOOSH, Inc. All other 

registered marks and trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 
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